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Proactive Network Security at the FAA.

Lumeta’s IPsonar
Network Discovery
BY MICHAEL MARKULEC

L
umeta Corporation empowers large enterprise and government agencies with global network
visibility, allowing them to understand how network change affects securitc availabilitc and
compliance. Lumeta’s IPsonar network discovery solution discovers and maps every asset on a
network, including assets not currently under management. lPsonar runs on some of the world’s

largest and most sensitive networks, enabling IT organizations to prioritize threats and remediate
risks that may have previously gone undetected.
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The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) needed a way to discover previously unknown connectivity
and lP-enabled devices, and improperly configured network devices. Lumeta, a Somerset-based
network discàvery and mapping company, provided the FAA with IPsonar. As a result, the FAA can
easily correlate, prioritize and mitigate network security risks. V

For the.FAA, l.umeta connected lPsonar into the agency’s security information management (SIM)
solution so that it can run IPsonar scans.and then automatically integrate the discovered VhOSt5,.

routers, leaking devices and open service ports into the SIM. V From there, the SIM can correlate
the events according tà the-FAA’s business rules, presenting them witha prioritized listof threats
including context-sensitive detail. The joint solution accelerates remediation, reducing cost and risk
while providing an additional level of intelligence and prioritization for all detected threats.

Large organizations need to have some means of discovering all the devices on their network. In
some cases, the big companies and ‘agencies using Lumeta’s technology have foundthàt’as much a
20 percent of the devices cànnected to their networks were previously unknown and unmanaged.

•Without an understanding of where all the devices are, what typeV they are and how they’re
intercännected, it’s imposible to make good deEisions about IT security. V
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After the network is mapped, the next step is to identify high value assets —notall ITassets need.
the same level of protection. A hotel, for example, doesn’t lack everything down .in their IT nEtwork.

If the catering software is brought down Vby a virus, they can go back to pen and pencil. However, if
their payment systems are i:ompromisd, that could pose serious risks to the overall business.
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Last, ensure that high value assets
ar’e protected from threats — including the threat posed

by unwanted IP-enabled devices — by adopting a defense in depth strategy. For example, family
heirlooms are ‘usually placed in a safety depäsit vault, located in a safe, behind agate, a surveillance
camera and an armed guard.Theres no reason vital ITassets should be sitting on the edge of the
network or even jusf a hop or two away. Instead, these critical assets, should be near the core, with
layers of security measures between them an’d the edge. ‘ V -

As long as organizations follow the lead of the FAA to map their networks and take measures to
limit the threat of unwanted connectivity, they can substantially minimize the danger posed by the
widespread availability of IP-enabled devices.

Michael Markulec is COO of Lumeta Corporation., a Somerset-based network discovery and mapping
corhpany For more information on Lumeta, visit ww. Lumetacom. V
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IP Everywhere and the Threat of Unwanted Connectivity”
by Lumeta’s Michael Markulec.

Q
Our employee just returned
from military service. Due to
the economy we’re not hiring,

and we have no available positions.
Must we reemploy him?

A Most likely yes. Federal law,
and in some cases New Jersey
law, provide broad employment

and reemployment rights to members
of the military, including the National
Guard and Reserves. If a service member
meets the seemingly simple eligibility
requirements, employers must provide
reemployment notwithstanding hiring
freezesorotherprohibitivecircumstances
caused by current economic conditions.
Further, employers are required to apply
the “escalator principle” to reemploy the
service member in the position he would
have achieved had the employment
not been interrupted by military eave,
at the same benefit level he would
have attained through continuous
employment (i.e., increased salary
and vacation entitlement. However, V

an employer can prove service.. . V.I

members position would have been
>‘ eliminated ‘irrespective of th militai
4ieave,is not required to reemploy the
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servicemember; -
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• these .-.times, . .unJerstanding V

service members’ vast employment: V
and reem5lôtment rights is a business V

essential. V
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Click for additional
information from
Giördano, Halleran
& Ciesla, P.C.

Joseph C DeBlasio, Esq. is a shareholder
at Giordano, Halleran & Ciesla, PC and a
member of the firm’s Labor & Employment
Practice Area. He can be reached at
jdeblasio@ghclawcom or 732-741-3900.
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